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Hello Europe 
Goodbye sky-high taxes,  
fees and carrier charges.

Terms and Conditions
Reward Flight Saver (RFS) is available to Avios members who’ve collected 1 Avios in the preceding 12 months prior to booking a Reward Flight to European destinations 
with British Airways.
RFS enables the member to pay £35 per person to cover taxes, fees and carrier charges on a qualifying return flight, or £17.50 on a qualifying one-way flight. The price 
quoted for RFS is correct at the time of going to print, but may be subject to change. Full terms and conditions can be found at avios.com
All bookings are strictly subject to availability, which may be very limited or not available on some routes at certain times especially during peak periods. The total 
number of seats available for Reward Flights will vary from route-to-route and from week-to-week depending on commercial demand. Please visit the Explorer map 
for the latest availability. All bookings are subject to Avios terms and conditions and the Carriers conditions of carriage.
Free connections are not available from all regional airports, your connecting flight must arrive into the same airport as your international flight departs from. 
International flights must depart within 24 hours of your regional flight arriving.
Avios balance correct as of 1/10/2013
Don’t want mailings like this? Change your ‘preferences’ at avios.com/myaccount. Or write to us at Customer Account Management, PO Box 90, Birchwood, 
Warrington WA3 7XA. You may still get a statement as part of your membership.
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Reward Flight Saver (RFS) – you may not  
have heard about it, but it’s one of the biggest 
benefits of using Avios. Let us introduce you. Your Avios Balance

Your Membership No.

From Sept 2013  
On average

Taxes, Fees, Carrier Charges RFS (one-way) Saving (one-way)

£47.50 £17.50 £30

Amsterdam £17.50 + 4,500 Avios one way Barcelona £17.50 + 7,500 Avios one way

We pay most of your taxes, fees and carrier charges. See the savings you could make:

Free drinks and snacks

Choose your seat 24 hours in advance at  
no extra cost

No charge for check-in luggage up to 23kg

Two pieces of hand luggage as standard

No additional fees for checking-in  
in person at the airport

Avios and
British Airways
Fly with all the frills included

RFS keeps the cost of European travel low, saving you money on taxes, fees and carrier charges, which can 
often skyrocket out of control. 
If you’ve collected at least 1 Avios in the preceding 12 months, you can:
 -  Pay just £17.50 towards taxes, fees and carrier charges, plus from 4,500 Avios for BA European  

one-way flights. We pay the rest, so you know exactly what you’ve got to pay up front. 

 �  Skip the hassle of driving or catching a train to and from the capital. If you don’t live near  
London, we’ll include the flight from your local BA airport to your departure airport, and back,  
at no extra cost.

 -  Forget budget airlines; enjoy your flight on British Airways. With BA you can choose your seat 24 hours  
in advance and check in up to 23kg of luggage – all at no extra cost. 

See, it’s really quite useful. Take a look at the savings you could make with Reward Flight Saver.

To book a flight, call us on 0844 49 333 49
or find out more at avios.com/europeforless

Rome £17.50 + 7,500 Avios one way Prague £17.50 + 4,500 Avios one way
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